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ABSTRACT
Background Patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD) may experience problems in hospital, with their medication being withheld or inappropriate medication being prescribed. Since surgical admissions present particular risks, the authors examined the management of patients with PD on surgical wards.

Methods All patients with PD admitted to surgical departments in Aberdeen Royal Infirmary during an 18-month period were identified. Medical and nursing notes were reviewed retrospectively, and drug prescription and administration were studied in detail. All documented complications were recorded.

Results 59 surgical admissions (51 receiving PD medication, median duration 6 days) were studied. 71% had missed doses of PD medication, with 34% missing over 10% of prescribed doses. Values were similar for levodopa and agonists. Overall, 12% of all prescribed PD medication was missed (mean 0.7 missed doses per patient per day). No reason for missed doses was recorded in 64% of cases, while inappropriate reasons included ‘out of stock’ (12%) and ‘nil by mouth’ (8%). Centrally acting antidopaminergic drugs (mainly antihistamines) were prescribed in 41% of cases, and administered in 22%. Complications, most commonly neuropsychiatric, were documented in 69% of non-day-case admissions.

Conclusion Poor prescribing and incomplete drug administration are common in patients with PD on surgical wards. Measures to improve management are identified.

INTRODUCTION
Parkinsonian syndromes are common, with idiopathic Parkinson’s disease (PD) alone probably affecting at least 1% of the population over 60 years of age.1 Many affected people require hospital admission for other medical or surgical problems, and are often treated by staff unfamiliar with managing PD. Suboptimal PD management during such admissions is probably common; in a recent study of 35 emergency admissions in patients with PD (mostly to general medical wards), 74% of patients had PD medication stopped or adjusted inappropriately, with over half of this group suffering clinically significant sequelae.2

Surgical admissions present particular risks. In addition to undergoing surgical procedures and anaesthesia, patients are usually looked after by medical and nursing staff inexperienced in PD management. PD drugs may be abruptly discontinued during ‘nil by mouth’ periods, and complications such as confusion and nausea may be inappropriately treated with centrally acting antidopaminergic drugs such as haloperidol, metoclopramide and prochlorperazine; these drugs may cause a marked symptomatic deterioration in patients with PD. Despite the potential problems, perioperative management of PD has not been widely studied. There are anecdotal reports of abrupt cessation of PD drugs in the perioperative period resulting in adverse clinical sequelae,3 and a postal survey of patients with PD in Scotland suggested that suboptimal PD management during surgical admissions may be common.4 Two studies have also reported increased complication rates in patients with PD after surgery.5 6 To our knowledge, however, no systematic studies of perioperative PD management have been published.

Here, we examined the pharmacological management of patients with PD during surgical admissions, assessing three areas of potential concern: (1) omission of regular PD drugs; (2) timing of levodopa administration; (3) inappropriate prescribing of antidopaminergic drugs. We also measured complication rates and examined the relationship between complications and pharmacological management. In addition, as many hospitals now employ specialist PD nurses (who are able to review patients with PD and provide information and guidance on management), we looked at rates of referral to the PD nurse during these admissions. During the period of our study, there was one PD nurse specialist (LC), who provided a service to the whole of Grampian (population about 500 000) including inpatients at Aberdeen Royal Infirmary (box 1).

METHODS
Patients
All patients with PD (or parkinsonian syndromes treated with PD medication) admitted under surgical specialties in Aberdeen Royal Infirmary during an 18-month period (November 2002—April 2004) were identified retrospectively through hospital discharge data. Patients were excluded if the diagnosis of parkinsonism was not secure after review of their medical records or if their records had been destroyed after death.

Data collection
All data were collected retrospectively from hospital records by one author (KJS) and double-checked by another (CEC). Demographic and clinical data were recorded on all patients, including the normal drug regimen and reason for admission. Medical notes, nursing notes and prescription charts were analysed in detail to identify any missed PD drug doses and any late administration of levodopa (defined as more than 1 h after the prescribed time). Reasons for missed or late doses were recorded as documented on prescription
Missed and delayed PD medication doses

Of the 51 admissions in which patients were prescribed PD drugs of any sort, missed doses were documented in 36 (71%; 95% CI 56% to 83%). In 27 admissions (53%, 95% CI 39% to 67%), over 5% of prescribed PD drug doses were missed, and, in 18 (35%; 95% CI 22% to 50%), over 10% of doses were missed. Overall, during these 51 admissions, 12% of all prescribed PD drugs were missed (this value remained unchanged when data from day cases were excluded). This corresponded to a mean of 0.7 missed doses per patient each day (0.6 doses per patient per day when day cases were excluded). Similar results were obtained when only levodopa was considered: missed doses were documented in 35 of 50 admissions (66%; 95% CI 51% to 79%), with over 5% of prescribed levodopa doses missed in 24 admissions (48%; 95% CI 34% to 63%), and over 10% of levodopa administrations missed in 17 admissions (34%; 95% CI 21% to 49%). Late doses of levodopa were recorded in 13 of 50 admissions (26%; 95% CI 15% to 40%), although documentation of dose timing was generally poor.

Reasons for missed or late doses were documented only sporadically. No reason for being missed or late was recorded for 180 doses (64%; 95% CI 49% to 77%); for the remainder, reasons documented were ‘unable to swallow’ in 36 cases (14%; 95% CI 7% to 27%), ‘out of stock’ in 30 (12%; 95% CI 5% to 24%), ‘nil by mouth’ in 21 (8%; 95% CI 2% to 19%), ‘refused’ in eight (4%; 95% CI 1% to 14%) and ‘in theatre’ in eight (4%; 95% CI 1% to 14%).

Prescribing of inappropriate medication

Inappropriate antidopaminergic drugs were prescribed in 24 of the 59 admissions (41%; 95% CI 28% to 54%), and administered in 15 (22%; 95% CI 12% to 35%), although usually only one or two doses were given; in some cases more than one such drug was prescribed. Inappropriate drugs included prochlorperazine in 20 patients (54%), cyclizine in seven patients (12%), metoclopramide in two patients (5%) and haloperidol in two patients (5%).

Complications

Complications were common, occurring in 28 cases overall (47%; 95% CI 28% to 54%); a breakdown of complication types is given in table 2. When day cases were excluded (n=23), the proportion of admissions associated with complications was 69% (95% CI 56% to 81%). Neuropsychiatric complications (confusion, hallucinations and agitation) were seen in 52% of this non-day-case group (95% CI 36% to 70%). Motor deterioration in parkinsonism was noted in 7% (95% CI 2% to 17%), with falls in a further 10% (95% CI 4% to 21%). Other general medical complications (including infection, cardiac arrhythmias and renal impairment) were recorded in 26% (95% CI 15% to 38%). One patient died from sepsis and multiorgan failure. The frequency of overall complications appeared to increase with increasing proportion of missed PD doses (figure 1).

Discussion

Principal findings

To our knowledge, this is the first systematic study of inpatient PD medication management during surgical admissions. Management was often suboptimal; PD medication was missed at a mean rate of 0.7 doses per day, late administration of drugs was common, and centrally acting antidopaminergic drugs were...
prescribed (although not always given) in almost half of the admissions. The PD specialist nurse was underutilised, being informed in only 2% of admissions. Complications, particularly neuropsychiatric symptoms, were common, occurring in 69% of non-day-case admissions. Complications were most common in patients in whom the greatest proportion of prescribed PD medication was missed.

The findings appear to reflect a paucity of knowledge and experience in managing patients with PD in surgical departments. For example, the widespread prescribing of centrally acting antidopaminergic drugs suggests a lack of understanding on the part of medical staff regarding the potential impact of these drugs in PD. Likewise, inappropriate reasons for missed PD drug doses such as ‘out of stock’, ‘nil by mouth’ and ‘unable to swallow’ were common, reflecting unfamiliarity with PD among nursing staff. It is good practice for essential oral drugs to be continued during the period, and PD medications should be given at the ideal point of contact. It is possible to generate computerised outlier reports that can alert medical or nursing staff to missed doses. However, the data probably underestimate the scale of the problem. In particular, the rates of late drug administration reported here were, almost certainly, a substantial underestimate. In many patients with PD, particularly those with stage 5 (complex) disease, the presence of end-of-dose phenomena make the timing of PD drug administration critical. Many drugs doses may have been given late but not recorded so, particularly if the drug round itself started on time.

The study design also makes it impossible to establish a causal relationship between complications and missed PD drug doses. The overall rate of documented complications (69% of non-day-case admissions) was high and increased with a greater proportion of missed medication. However, the numbers were too small to make meaningful statistical comparisons, and it is not possible to comment on causality; missed drug doses may have been either a consequence or cause of complications. A prospective study would be required to investigate this relationship further.

**Study design**

Although this study identified widespread deficiencies in PD management, the retrospective study design limited the degree of information available. However, the data probably underestimate

---

**Table 2** Summary of complications observed in patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD) during admissions, and frequency expressed in terms of (1) number of admissions and (2) percentage of all admissions (including day cases) (n=59).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complication</th>
<th>No of admissions with complication</th>
<th>% of all admissions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neuropsychiatric (confusion/agitation/aggression/hallucinations)</td>
<td>24 (41)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worsening motor PD symptoms (bradykinesia/rigidity)</td>
<td>3 (5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falls</td>
<td>5 (8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (atrial fibrillation, heart failure, renal failure, infection, hypotension)</td>
<td>11 (19)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 1** Relationship between the proportion of missed levodopa doses during admission (x axis) and the rate of documented complications (y axis). Higher complication rates are evident in those patients who missed the greatest proportion of their Parkinson’s disease (PD) medication.

---

**Main messages**

1. Inappropriate withholding of Parkinson’s disease (PD) medications is common in patients with PD during surgical admissions.
2. Prescription of contraindicated antidopaminergic drugs (particularly antiemetics) is also common, although actual administration is less common.
3. Mechanisms to avoid these problems and optimise management of patients with PD during surgical admissions should be considered including:
   a. Routinely contacting the PD nurse (either automatically through patient administration systems or giving patients a ‘PD card’ to give to staff on admission, to enable early access to specialist PD services).
   b. Focused education in key areas (eg, orthopaedic wards, pharmacy).
   c. Reducing the routine use of centrally acting antidopaminergic drugs for nausea.
   d. Promoting patient self-medication.

---

**Current research questions**

1. Will the institution of the measures to improve medication management reduce the rate of missed medication and inappropriate prescribing during hospital admissions?
2. Does improving inpatient Parkinson’s disease (PD) medication management have a significant impact on clinical outcomes including complication rates and length of stay?
alert systems (triggered via patient administration systems) to inform the PD nurse of a surgical admission, thus enabling active involvement early in the course of the admission. This does, however, require a regularly updated database of local patients with PD as well as sufficient numbers of PD nurses. As an additional measure, patients can be given a ‘warning card’ to present to medical or nursing staff at the time of any hospital admission, stating the diagnosis of PD and advising the admitting team to contact the local PD nurse. This would enable surgical staff to receive timely advice regarding the importance of regular prescribed medication (even during ‘nil by mouth’ periods, or when the patient is too drowsy to swallow) and avoid inappropriate drug prescription.

Staff education may have some benefits, but as the proportion of patients with PD admitted to most wards is very small and the turnover of staff high, this may have minimal impact. Focusing education in particular areas (eg, orthopaedic wards, hospital pharmacists) may be the most effective strategy. In addition, more general educational measures, such as underlining the importance of continuing all essential medication during ‘nil by mouth’ periods and encouraging the use of domperidone over centrally acting antidopaminergic drugs as a first-line antiemetic, may be helpful.

Finally, more widespread use of self-administration of drugs can be useful in some patients. Although this will not always be possible, particularly when confusion or somnolence is a significant problem, in some it may enable accurate timing of doses.

In practice, a combination of these practices may minimise the risk of iatrogenic worsening of PD symptoms during surgical admissions and potentially reduce complication rates and duration of hospital stay. Prospective studies are, however, required if a clear evidence base for optimisation of perioperative management in PD is to be developed.
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